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Judges rewrote the Consumer Protection Act 17 years ago
The Michigan Consumer Protection Act (MCPA) was enacted to provide 

consumers with an avenue for relief from businesses that engage in unfair, 
unconscionable, or deceptive business practices related to consumer products 
or services.1 In a five-to-two decision, however, the Michigan Supreme Court 
interpreted an exemption in the MCPA to exclude claims against insurance 
companies generally.2 Based on its plain language, the exemption was intended 
to exclude only specific conduct on a case-by-case basis if it is authorized by 
law.3  In an opinion written by Justice Young, the majority read the exception 
for “[a] transaction or conduct specifically authorized under laws administered 
by a regulatory board or officer acting under statutory authority of this state 
or the United States” to mean a general transaction that is authorized by law.4 
Based on the majority’s opinion, businesses now argue that if their general ac-
tivities such as selling appliances, cars, clothing, real estate, etc. are generally 
authorized or regulated, then those activities are not subject to the MCPA.  

Because nearly all businesses are regulated in some capacity by state or 
federal law, businesses claim that they are exempt from the act under Smith v 
Globe Life based on whatever laws regulate their activities—even if the regula-
tion is tangential. In other words, businesses argue that the exception is the 
rule under Smith, meaning that the Smith majority effectively took away con-
sumers’ right to redress for many forms of deceptive business practices related 
to consumer products and services. 

The inconvenient truth
Although other articles have been written about the flaws in the Smith v 

Globe Life decision and its evisceration of the MCPA,5 those articles have not 
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addressed a glaring statutory provision that undermines the reasoning of the 
Smith majority.6  That provision would have stared the majority in the face if 
it had considered section 3 of the act in deciding the case.7  And the majority’s 
reasoning and conclusion cannot be squared with that subdivision. 

In 1994, the MCPA was amended to include subdivision (dd), which 
then read:

(dd) Representations by the manufacturer of a product or 
package that the product or package is any of the following:
(i) Except as provided in subparagraph (ii), recycled, recycla-
ble, degradable, or is of a certain recycled content, in violation 
of guidelines regarding environmental guides for the use of en-
vironmental marketing claims published by the federal trade 
commission, 16 C.F.R. part 260, P 36363 (August 13, 1992).
(ii) For container holding devices regulated pursuant to Act 
No. 145 of the Public Acts of 1988, being sections 445.581 
to 445.584 of the Michigan Compiled Laws, representa-
tions by a manufacturer that the container holding device 
is degradable contrary to the definition provided in that act.8 

The 1994 amendment dispels any purported doubt about whether gen-
eral regulation of a business exempts that business from the MCPA. 

In keeping with the legislature’s intent to allow consumers a private right 
of action when businesses violate other statutes,9 the legislature amended 
the MCPA to allow an aggrieved consumer to bring an action if a business 
makes a false representation that a product or package is recycled, recyclable, 
or degradable. The statute specifically refers to a federal regulation as well 
as a Michigan statute regulating, among other things, recycled, recyclable, 
or degradable materials. The drafters, therefore, made it unmistakably clear 
that a business may be liable under the act if it misstates the characteristics 
of such products, even though those businesses are already regulated by state 
and federal law.  Environmental advertising claims—as stated in the amend-
ment itself—are regulated by the Federal Trade Commission Act as well as 
the Michigan Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act, MCL § 
324.101 et seq.  If the majority had considered subdivision (dd), therefore, it 
would have been forced to conclude that its reading of section 4 was wrong. 
Although the majority could argue that the amendment need not be consid-
ered because the action arose before the amendment, such an interpretive tac-
tic would further expose the majority’s failure to read the statute as a whole, 
its disregard for the clear intent of the legislature as plainly expressed by the 
statutory language, and its rendering of statutory provisions meaningless.   

Under the majority’s interpretation, subdivision (dd) is nugatory. Neither 
consumers nor the attorney general could take any action if a business vio-
lated that provision. That provision would be stillborn, because it contains the 
basis of the regulation—and hence exemption—within its text. 

Although not acknowledged by the majority in Smith, the Michigan 
Supreme Court— even Justice Young—has consistently held that the pri-
mary goal when considering a statute is to “discern and give effect to the in-
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tent of the Legislature.”10 “The words of a statute provide 
the most reliable evidence of its intent . . . .”11   When 
the statutory language is clear, “[n]o further judicial con-
struction is required or permitted.”12 A court must avoid 
a construction that would render any part of the statute 
nugatory.13 Likewise, a statute must be read as a whole 
and the words and phrases should be read in the context 
of the entire legislative scheme.14 

Because the 1994 amendment pre-dated Smith by 
several years, the majority could not claim legislative ac-
quiescence to its reading of the MCPA. And the state 
high court has repudiated that principal anyway.15 Still, 
the majority’s decision renders subdivision (dd) meaning-
less—an idle undertaking by the legislature to add more 
words to the statute for the sake of prolixity. The major-
ity came up with its reading of the statute, even though 
it briefly acknowledged that it was required to “avoid 
rendering [a] term mere surplusage” when construing 
MCL § 500.2218 in connection with the plaintiff’s 
breach of contract claim.16  The majority clearly failed 
to apply that rule—or any of the other rules of statutory 
construction the state high court has required—to its 
reading of the MCPA. 

Smith was not a one-off
The Michigan Supreme Court was given a chance 

to correct its mistake in 2007. However, the Court once 
more failed to perform proper analysis of the statutory 
language or to apply the standard rules of statutory con-
struction.17 Instead, Justice Young, again writing for the 
majority, doubled down on the Smith reasoning.  Although 
he included boilerplate reference to giving “effect to the 
Legislature’s intent by looking at the statutory text, giving 
meaning to every word, phrase, and clause in the statute 
and considering both their plain meaning and their con-
text” in the standard of review, Justice Young again failed 
to consider the various statutory provisions, including the 
specific prohibited acts in section 3 such as subdivision 
(dd).18  He also made no effort to discern the intent of the 
legislature or read the statute as a whole. Instead, he reaf-
firmed the erroneous interpretation in Smith. 

Will anything ever be done to undo Smith? 
Over the years, various proposals have been suggest-

ed to negate the effect of Smith, such as deleting the ex-
emption or tweaking the statutory language, and rewrite 
bills have been proposed in many of post-Smith legisla-

tive sessions.19 However, the Smith opinion shows how 
little anyone can do to prevent a court from usurping 
the role of the legislature—repealing a law by the stroke 
of a pen—and how little can be done if the high court 
oversteps its boundaries.20 The text of the statute is not 
that complicated.21  A simple review of the various statu-
tory sections and a minimal attempt to read the statute as 
a whole would have shown that the majority’s view was not 
only incorrect, but contrary to the plain language of the 
statute and the intent of the legislature. Actual analysis of 
the statutory language in effect in 1999 readily shows that 
there is no peg on which the majority’s rationale can hang. 

The Smith decision was issued 17 years ago.  To date, 
nothing has been done to give consumers back the rights 
they gained through the legislative process.  The statute 
has not been amended to undo the judicial overreach 
and the decision’s author is now the chief justice of the 
Michigan Supreme Court, who confirmed the judicial 
fiat in Liss. The Smith majority abandoned any pretense 
of following the established rules for construing the 
MCPA and relied on a self-serving, oracular reading of 
the statute unmoored from any legal principles or even 
the text of the statute.  Such an unrestrained “interpreta-
tion” of the statute allowed the majority to freely reject 
the “common-sense reading” by the Michigan Court of 
Appeals without any analysis.22  The decision stands as 
a cautionary tale of how little can be done to thwart or 
undo a power grab.23 The bottom line is no level of care-
ful drafting and no specific amendment can prevent the 
kind of judicial activism carried out in Smith.  

Endnotes
1 MCL § 445.901 et seq. See also Noggles v Battle Creek Wreck-

ing, Inc, 153 Mich App 363, 367; 395 NW2d 322 (1986). 

2 Smith v Globe Life Ins Co, 460 Mich 446; 597 NW2d 28 
(1999).

3 MCL § 445.904(1)(a).

4 Smith, 460 Mich at 465. The majority ultimately held that 
the MCPA claims might be permitted based on MCL § 
445.904(2) for violation of the insurance code, but that sub-
division was subsequently repealed by 2000 Mich. Legis. Serv. 
P.A. 432 (H.B. 5332) (West). 

5 Gary M. Maveal, “Michigan Consumer protection Act Gutted 
by Supreme Court ‘Globe-alization,’” 53 The Wayne L. Rev. 
833 (2007); Edwin M. Bladen, “How and Why the Consumer 
Protection Act Came to Be” (2005) <https://higherlogicdown-
load.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/3b217bd2-fb65-46ff-
86c0-ea1a7b303b13/UploadedImages/pdfs/HowWhy.pdf> 
(accessed April 27, 2016). 
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6 As others have noted, the majority gave unreasonable mean-
ings to “specifically authorized” and “transaction” and it failed 
to harmonize various sections of the statute.  Professor Maveal 
addressed some of section 3’s original 29 prohibited acts in 
showing that the majority misconstrued “transaction.”  53 The 
Wayne L. Rev. 833 (2007). 

7 MCL § 445.903. 

8 1994 Mich. Legis. Serv. P.A. 46 (H.B. 4115) (West); see also 
MCL 445.903(2) (authorizing regulation and referring to 
national uniformity of regulation); MCL § 445.903(dd).  The 
legislature amended the statute again in 1994 adding subdi-
vision (ee) to further prohibit false claims about degradable 
products or containers. See 1994 Mich. Legis. Serv. P.A. 276 
(S.B. 187) (West). 

9 MCL § 445.904(2) (allowing for consumer actions for viola-
tions of the banking code, Motor Carrier Act, Savings Bank 
Act, and Credit Union Act). 

10 Douglas v Allstate Ins Co, 492 Mich 241; 821 NW2d 2d 472 
(2012) (opinion by J. Young) (quoting Sun Valley Foods Co v 
Ward, 460 Mich 230, 236; 596 NW2d 119 (1999)). 

11 Id. (quotation marks and citation omitted).

12  Id. 

13 Krohn v Home-Owners Ins Co, 490 Mich 145, 182-183; 802 
N.W.2d 281 ( 2011).

14 Id.

15 Renny v Mich DOT, 478 Mich 490, 503, fn. 31; 734 NW2d 
518 (2007) (opinion by J. Young) (“The dissent claims that 
the Legislature acquiesced in Bush’s erroneous interpretation of 
the public building exception. That this Court highly disfavors 
the doctrine of legislative acquiescence has been elsewhere 
stated…”).

16 Smith at 459.

17 Liss v Lewiston-Richards, Inc, 478 Mich 203; 732 NW2d 514 
(2007).

18 Id. at 208. 

19 See, e.g., Gary M. Victor, “How to Fix the Michigan Con-
sumer Protection Act to Correct the Damage Done by Smith 
v Globe,” 9 Consumer Law Section Newsletter (No 2, 2004); 
Mich. S.B. 127 (2013).

20 Simply reading the entire statute does not guarantee that 
consumer rights will not be abridged. In Hines v Volkswagen of 
America, Inc, 265 Mich App 432; 695 NW2d 64, the Court 
of Appeals cobbled together an interpretation based on various 
sections of the statute in rolling back consumer rights under 
the New Motor Vehicle Warranties Act contrary to the express 
language of the statute and the clear intent of the legislature.  
Further, the Smith majority not only rewrote the MCPA, it 
also reinterpreted its own precedent in Attorney General v Dia-
mond Mortgage Co, 414 Mich 603; 327 NW2d 805 (1982) to 
say the opposite of what it actually held. Indeed, it is not hard 
to imagine Justice Young reaching the same conclusion based 
on some of the proposed amendments. See Mich. S.B. 127 
(2013).    

21 The Michigan Supreme Court had no difficulty construing the 
statute 17 years earlier in its unanimous decision in Attorney 
General v Diamond Mortgage Co, 414 Mich 603; 327 NW2d 
805 (1982). Likewise, the Michigan Court of Appeals easily 
construed the statute in its decision in Smith v Globe Life by 
employing the standards rules of statutory construction.  Smith 
v Globe Life Ins Co, 223 Mich App 264; 565 NW2d 877 
(1997).  

22  Smith, 460 Mich at 464. 

23 Perhaps, modification of MCL § 445.904 coupled with a 
statement of legislative intent or how the act must be con-
strued could help prevent the courts from usurping the legisla-
tive function. See, e.g., Florida Leasco, LLC v Dept of Treasury, 
250 Mich App 506, 509; 655 NW2d 302 (2002); MCL. § 
32.503; Cal. Civ. Code § 1760 (“This title shall be liberally 
construed and applied to promote its underlying purposes, 
which are to protect consumers against unfair and deceptive 
business practices and to provide efficient and economical 
procedures to secure such protection.”) (California’s consumer 
protection statute).
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I. Introduction

A. American rule
“Michigan follows the ‘American rule’ with respect to the payment of attorney fees and costs. Under the American 

rule, attorney fees generally are not recoverable from the losing party as costs in the absence of an exception set forth 
in a statute or court rule expressly authorizing such an award.” Haliw v City of Sterling Hts, 471 Mich 700, 706-
707; 691 NW2d 753, 756 (2005).

B. MCL 600.2405—Costs; items taxable
Sec. 2405. The following items may be taxed and awarded as costs unless otherwise directed:

* * *
(6) Any attorney fees authorized by statute or court rule.

II. Key cases on determining reasonable attorney fees under fee—shifting statutes and court rules

A. Smith v Khouri, 481 Mich 519, 530, 751 NW2d 472, 479 (2008)
1. Court must start analysis by determining the customary fee in the locality for similar legal services.

a.  Testimony: customaryfee maybe established bytestimonybut “must present something more than anec-
dotal statements.” Id., at 532.

b.  Use of fee surveys: specifically mentioned the State Bar Economics of Law Survey, Id., 481 Mich at 531-
32. Also noted that “other private entities, can provide a valuable service byregularlypublishing studies 
on the prevailing market rates for legal services in this state.” Id.

c.  Consumer Law Survey:  annual survey conducted by Ronald Burdge, an Ohio consumer law attorney, 
in conjunction with the National Consumer Law Center and the National Association of Consumer 
Advocates. See Livingston v Consumer Portfolio Services, 2009 WL 4724268, *2, fn1 (ND Ohio December 
2, 2009), relying on the surveyand finding partner rates of $394/hour, associate rates from $225-254/
hour, and paralegal rates of $125/hour reasonable. 2013- 2014 Report downloadable at https://www.
nclc.org/images/pdf/litigation/fee-survey-report-2013- 2014.pdf

d.  Laffey Matrix: prepared by the Civil Division of the Department of Justice, downloadable at http://
www.justice.gov/usao-dc/civil-division

e.  Other Fee Awards: court may properly consider other attorney fee awards, so long as the court takes 
into account whether such other awards are comparable. Smith v Khouri, at 533.

2.  Court should then consider the factors set forth in Wood v DAIIE, infra, and MRPC 1.5(a), Smith, 481 
Mich at 530, and whether to make adjustments up or down in light of the other factors listed in Wood 
and MRPC 1.5(a). Id., 522.

a. Van Eslander v Thomas Sebold & Assoc, Inc, 297 Mich App 204, 240; 823 NW2d 843, 863 (2012):  
fee enhancement inconsistent with the goal of MCR 2.403, which is to “reimburse a prevailing party for 

Update on Attorney Fees—Law and Procedure

By Dani K. Liblang

An outline from the Michigan Judicial Institute—Judicial Seminar January 28, 2016
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its ‘reasonable’ attorney fee,” not necessarily replicate the fee an attorney could earn through a private 
fee arrangement with his client. Id., 297 at 240, pointing out that Smith “requires a balancing by 
indicating that ‘reasonable fees are different from the prices charged to well-to-do clients by the most 
noted lawyers and renowned firms in a region.” Id.

b. Mitchell v Cole, 196 Mich App 675, 680; 493 NW2d 427, 430 (1992):
  fee enhancement is within the discretion of the trial court but, “this discretion is limited...an enhance-

ment should be saved for those rare circumstances where an attorney’s work is so superior and out-
standing that it exceeds the client’s expectations. In addition, where the enhancement is necessary 
to attract competent counsel, the court may apply a multiplier within reason.” Id., citing Pennsylvania v 
Delaware Valley Citizens Council for Clean Air, 483 US 711, 728, 107 S Ct 3078, 3088, 97 L Ed 2d 585 
(1987), and Howard v Canteen Corp, 192 Mich App 427, 439; 481 NW2d 718 (1992).

c.   Perdue v Winn, 130 S Ct 1662, 1674;  (2010):  “...an enhancement may be appropriate where the meth-
od used in determining the hourly rate employed in the lodestar calculation does not adequatelymeasure 
the attorney’s true market value, as demonstrated in part during the litigation. This may occur if the 
hourly rate is determined by a formula that takes into account only a single factor (such as years 
since admission to the bar) or perhaps only a few similar factors. In such a case, an enhancement may 
be appropriate so that an attorney is compensated at the rate that the attorney would receive in cases not 
governed by the federal fee-shifting statutes.

B.  Wood v Detroit Automobile Inter-Ins Exch, 413 Mich 573, 588, 321 NW 2d 653 (1982). 
Factors include:
1.  the time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty of the questions involved, and the skill requisite 

to perform the legal service properly;
2.  the likelihood, if apparent to the client, that the acceptance of the particular employment will preclude 

other employment by the lawyer;
3.  the fee customarily charged in the locality for similar legal services;
4.  the amount involved and the results obtained;
5.  the time limitations imposed by the client or by the circumstances;
6.  the nature and length of the professional relationship with the client;
7.  the experience, reputation, and ability of the lawyer or lawyers performing the services; and
8.  whether the fee is fixed or contingent. [MRPC 1.5(a).]

a. Pirgu v United States Auto Ass’n, No. 314523, 2014 WL 715643 (Mich App December 16, 2014), 
app for leave pending, 498 Mich 860, 865 NW2d 35 (Mem) (July 2, 2015): the trial court had awarded 
attorney fees under MCL 500.3148(1) of the No-Fault Act, based on 331/3% of the award, which the 
Court of Appeals upheld. The Supreme Court has ordered oral argument on whether to grant ap-
plication for leave, instructing the parties to brief whether: (1) the determination of reasonable attorney 
fees under MCL 500.3148(1) is governed by Smith v Khouri, and (2) the Oakland Circuit Court 
abused its discretion in calculating the attorney fees due the plaintiff.

C.  Kennedy v Robert Lee Auto Sales, No. 322523,  ____Mich App ___;____ NW2d___; 2015 WL 7459047 (November 
24, 2015) (copy attached as Appendix A).
1.   Held that the Smith v Khouri framework applies to fee-shifting provisions of Magnuson-Moss Warranty 

Act and Michigan Consumer Protection Act, as well as “other fee-shifting statutes and court rules.” Kennedy, 
at *10 (Slip Copy).

2.  In addition to the Wood factors, the court reiterated that courts must also consider the remedial nature 
of the statutes:
a.  Attracting competent counsel:
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 [C]onsumer protection cases require a ‘reasonable return’ in order to assure that consumers can retain 
competent counsel to pursue claims that promise meager monetary returns. Failing to provide this 
reasonable return to ‘ordinary consumer complaints’ effectively closes the courtroom door on a class 
of persons to whom the legislature and Congress expressly sought to provide protection. In order to 
honor the intent of the fee-shifting provisions found in the MCPA and the MMWA in assuring a ‘rea-
sonable return,’ we find it prudent to operate under the Smith framework, which begins by starting 
at the product of a reasonable hourly fee and a reasonable number of hours expended, and makes 
adjustments based on a number of factors. We believe this starting point helps frame the attorney-
fee award in the proper context and helps p r e v e n t  focusing too heavily on the results obtained 
and/or the low value of the case. * *

 * In other words, we believe that this approach best comports with the legislatively-sanctioned goal of in-
centivizing competent counsel to litigate consumer protection cases, while at the same time ensuring 
that trial courts have appropriate control over the ultimate award of fees. Kennedy, at *13 (Slip Copy) 
(internal citations omitted).

b. Punitive or deterrent purpose:
 ...we note that, as is the case with most fee-shifting statutes, there is a punitive nature to the award of 

attorney fees under the MCPA and MMWA. Indeed, although the statutes are designed to protect 
consumers, the award of attorney fees acts, in some ways, as a penalty against those who have violated the 
respective acts. Kennedy, fn 16, p 14.

3.  Settlements: plaintiff need not obtain judgment—parties may reserve taxable costs and fees to be assessed 
by the court. Kennedy, at *4, citing MCR 2.625(H) and Lavene v Winnebago, infra.

D. Jordan v Transnational Motors, Inc, 212 Mich App 94, 98-99; 537 NW2d 471, 474 (1995): 
 Holding trial court abused its discretion in failing to consider the remedial nature of the MMWA and MCPA:

We conclude that the district court abused its discretion in failing to consider the remedial nature of the 
acts involved.
In consumer protection cases such as this, the monetary value of the case is typically low. If courts focus 
only on the dollar value and the result of the case when awarding attorney fees, the remedial purposes 
of the statutes in question will be thwarted. Simply put, if attorney fee awards in these cases do not 
provide a reasonable return, it will be economically impossible for attorneys to represent their clients. 
Thus, practically speaking, the door to the courtroom will be closed to all but those with either potentially 
substantial damages, or those with sufficient economic resources to afford the litigation expenses in-
volved. Such a situation would indeed be ironic: it is but precisely those with ordinary consumer complaints 
and those who cannot afford their attorney fees for whom these remedial acts are intended.”

E. Lavene v Winnebago Indus, 266 Mich App 470; 702 NW2d 652 (2005):  
 holding that limitations found in MCR 2.625 and RJA with respect to taxable costs “do not necessarily apply 

in cases in which fees or costs are governed by more specific statutory provisions.” Id., 266 Mich at 476.
1.  Preemption: MMWA [15 USC 2310(d)(2)] “preempts the RJA and authorizes the trial court to award 

costs that may not be taxable under the RJA.” Id., 266 Mich at 479.

III.  Common issues in fee-shifting cases
A. Prevailing Party:

1.  MCL 600.2591—Frivolous action: “Prevailing party” means a party who wins on the entire record. MCL 
600.2591(3)(b).
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2.  Statutory Fee-Shifting Cases: Plaintiff need not prevail on all claims or theories to be deemed “prevailing 
party.”

a. Texas State Teachers Assoc v Garland Indep School Dist, 489 US 782, 791-792, 109 S Ct 1486, 103 
L Ed 2d 866 (1989) (“plaintiff who has succeeded on ‘any significant issue in the litigation which 
achieve[d] some of the benefit the parties sought in bringing suit,’ the plaintiff has crossed the threshold to 
a fee award of some kind.”).

b. Outdoor Sys, Inc v City of Clawson, 273 Mich App 204, 210; 729 NW2d 893, 896 (2006) (plaintiff 
was a prevailing party, having prevailed on a significant issue in the litigation and litigation of the claim 
having materially altered the legal relationship between plaintiff and defendant in a manner directly ben-
eficial to plaintiff).

c. Van Zanten v H Vander Laan Co, Inc, 200 Mich App 139, 141-142; 503 NW2d 713, 714 (1993) (plain-
tiff need only prevail on one theory in order to be“prevailing party”; trial court erred in denying costs and 
attorney fees under MCPA where plaintiff obtained verdict less amount prayed for and damages were 
awarded under one of three theories pled for same injury).

3.  Settlements: On occasion, defendant will offer a settlement whereby it agrees to pay the underlying damages 
and submit the fee issue to the court – and then asserts as a defense to the fee petition that the plaintiff is not 
a prevailing party because no judgment was entered. Not true.

a.  LaVene v Winnebago Indus, 266 Mich App 470, 473-474, 702 NW2d 652, 656 (2005) (plaintiff 
who received repurchase of motor home pursuant to settlement on the eve of trial held to be “prevailing 
party” entitled to statutory fees and costs).

b.  Kennedy v Robert Lee Auto Sales, No. 322523, ___Mich App___;        NW2d ; 2015 WL 7459047 
(November 24, 2015) (copy attached as Appendix A) (parties may reserve taxable costs and fees to be 
assessed by the court). Id, at *4, citing MCR 2.625(H) and Lavene v Winnebago, infra.

4.  Settlement Offers: Where a defendant offers a settlement on the underlying claim but conditions the offer  
on a waiver of statutory attorney fees, it is ethically proper for the plaintiff’s attorney to bring the issue to 
the attention of the court and seek the court’s intervention. See Michigan Ethics Opinion C-235.

B.  Multiple-Count Complaints: Generally, plaintiff may recover only for fees incurred in litigating the claims that were 
ultimately successful. Hensley v Eckerhart, 461 US 424, 434, 103 S Ct 1933, 76 L Ed 2d 40 (1983).

1.  “[F]ees for time spent on claims that ultimately were unsuccessful should be excluded only when the claims 
are ‘distinctly different’ in all respects, both legal and factual, from plaintiff’s successful claims.” Morgan v 
Dist of Columbia, 824 F2d 1049, 1066 (DC Cir 1987), quoting Hensley, 461 US at 434.

a.  Tinnin v Farmers Ins Exch, 287 Mich App 511; 791 NW2d 747 (2010):  trial court did not abuse its 
discretion in refusing to apportion fees under no-fault statute, MCL 500.3148(1), between time spent 
on successful claim for PM and R treatment versus unsuccessful claim for attendant care services, “as 
attorney fee penalty provision did not unambiguously require such apportionment.” Id., 287 Mich App 
at 521-522, citing Cole v DAIIE, 137 Mich App 603, 614; 357 NW2d 898 (1984).

2.  Where facts and legal theories overlap, such that “[m]uch of the work done by plaintiff’s counsel would 
have been required to litigate any one of his claims against any single defendant,” court does not abuse its 
discretion in awarding all fees requested. Williams v First Govt Mortg & Investors Corp, 225 F3d 738, 746; 
343 US App DC 222, 230 (DC Cir 2000).
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3. “[A] court should not reduce attorney fees based on a simple ratio of successful claims to claims raised. 
When claims are based on a common core of facts or are based on related legal theories, for purposes of 
calculating attorney fees they should not be treated as distinct claims, and the cost of litigating the related 
claims should not be reduced.” Degussa Admixtures, Inc v Burnett, 2007 WL 1041188, *2 (WD Mich 2007), 
citing DiLaura v Twp of Ann Arbor, 471 F3d 666, 672 (6th Cir 2006), and Hensley, supra, 461 US at 435.

C. Multiple Attorneys: 
“‘[T]here is nothing inherently unreasonable about a client having multiple attorneys, and they may all 
be compensated if they are not unreasonably doing the same work and are being compensated for the 
distinct contribution of each lawyer.’” Achondo v Anderson, Crenshaw & Assoc, LLC, 616 F3d 1098, 1005 
(10th Cir 2010), citing Norman v Housing Authority of City of Montgomery, 836 F2d 1292, 1302 (11th 
Cir 1988).

1.  Campbell v Sullins, 257 Mich App 179, 199-200; 667 NW2d 887, 900 (2003) (approving the use of 
two attorneys at trial where one attorney had been retained for his expertise in the subject matter—automo-
tive technology—and the other retained for his trial experience).

D. Need to Retain Out of Town Counsel: 
Hadix v Johnson, 65 F3d 532, 535-536 (6th Cir 1995) (“[w]hen fees are sought for an out of town specialist, 
courts must determine (1) whether hiring the out-of-town specialist was reasonable in the first instance, and (2) 
whether the rates sought by the out-of-town specialist are reasonable for an attorney of his or her degree of skill, 
experience, and reputation.”).

E. Appellate Fees:
1.     Recoverable in Fee-Shifting Cases:

a.  New Properties, Inc v George D. Newpower, Jr, Inc., 282 Mich App 120, 140-141; 762 NW2d 178, 191-
192 (2009) (statutory conversion action under MCL 600.2919a)

b.  Jordan v Transnational Motors, 212 Mich App 94, 98-99; 537 NW2d 471, 474 (1995) (Magnuson-Moss 
Warranty Act and Michigan Consumer Protection Act)

c.  Lavene v Winnebago Indus, 266 Mich App 470; 702 NW2d 652 (2005)(Magnuson-Moss Warranty 
Act and Michigan Consumer Protection Act)

d.  Leavitt v Monco Coach Corp, 241 Mich App 288, 311; 616 NW2d 175 (2000) (Magnuson-Moss 
Warranty Act) (“a successful plaintiff’s recovery of attorney fees should not be dissipated as a result of 
defending an appeal.”)

e.  Grow v W A Thomas Co, 236 Mich App 696, 720, 601 NW2d 426 (1999) (appellate attorney fees re-
coverable under the Civil Rights Act, MCL 37.2101 et seq.)

f.  Bloemsma v Auto Club Ins Ass’n (After Remand), 190 Mich.App. 686, 689-691, 476 N.W.2d 487 (1991) 
(appellate attorney fees available under Michigan’s no-fault act, MCL 500.3148[1] ).

2.   Not Recoverable as Case Evaluation Sanctions:
a.  Haliw v City of Sterling Hts, 471 Mich 700, 706; 691 NW2d 753, 756 (2005) (“we conclude that appellate 

attorney fees and costs are not recoverable as case evaluation sanctions.”).

3.   Not Recoverable Under Offer of Judgment Rule (MCR 2.405):
a.  Lech v Huntmore Estates Condo Ass’n, 310 Mich App 258, 262-263; 871 NW2d 551, 553-554 (2015) 

(citing Haliw, noting the “trial oriented” nature of both MCR 2.403 and MCR 2.405, which require 
“‘a causal nexus between rejection and incurred expenses,’ and a decision to bring an appeal does 
not have the necessary causal nexus.”).
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F.  Case Evaluation Sanctions in Statutory Fee-Shifting Cases:
1. McAuley v Gen Motors Corp, 457 Mich 513; 578 NW2d 282 (1998):  holding that once plaintiff’s 

attorney fees had been fully compensated under what is now the Persons With Disabilities Civil Rights Act, 
MCL 37.1101, et seq, there were no longer any “actual costs” to reimburse under MCR 2.403(O).

2. Rafferty v Markovitz, 461 Mich 265; 602 NW2d 367 (1999):  holding that once plaintiff was compen-
sated under §802 of the Elliott-Larsen Civil Rights Act, she “had no remaining ‘actual costs’ for which she 
could claim compensation under the mediation rule.” Id., 461 Mich at 272-273. The court specifically rejected 
Howard v Canteen Corp, 192 Mich App 427, 440-441; 481 NW2d 367 (1999), which had permitted double 
recovery on the theory that MCR 2.403(O) and the ELCRA serve different purposes (the former encourag-
ing settlement; the latter to encourage civil rights victims to seek legal redress).

3. Note: Both McAuley and Rafferty relied in part on the fact that the former version of MCR 2.403(O) did 
not permit recovery of sanctions by a litigant representing himself or herself, on the theory that no fees were 
“incurred” even if the litigant was an attorney. MCR 2.403(O)(6)(b) has since been amended, effective 
January 1, 2016, to provide that costs “may include legal services provided by attorneys representing them-
selves or the entity for whom they work, including the time and labor of any legal assistant as defined 
by MCR 2.626.”
a. The other basis for denying “double recovery” was that “only compensatory damages generally are avail-

able in Michigan, and that punitive sanctions may not be imposed.” Rafferty, 461 Mich at 270- 271.
b. Query: whether a failure to allow double recovery in statutory fee shifting cases undermines both the 

purposes of MCR 2.403 and the remedial purpose/deterrent effect of the fee-shifting provision—in a 
fee-shifting case, only the plaintiff’s position is changed by a rejection of case evaluation (he or she is now 
subject to sanctions), while the defendant’s position on rejection remains the same with respect to exposure 
to liability for plaintiff’s attorney fees. In other words, given the double recovery bar, MCR 2.403 loses any 
potency it may otherwise have had when it comes to encouraging defendants to settle fee-shifting cases.

G.  “Verdict” Under MCR 2.403(O)(2)(c): 
“For the purpose of this rule ‘verdict’ includes...a judgment entered as a result of a ruling on a motion after rejec-
tion of the case evaluation.” Id.
1. Acorn Inv Co v Michigan Basic Prop Ins Ass’n, 495 Mich 338, 359; 852 NW2d 22, 33 (2014):  motion 

need not be a dispositive motion - plaintiff entitled to case evaluation sanctions where judgment was entered 
as a result of a motion for entry of judgment after amount of property loss established by appraisal panel.

H. Multiple Parties:
Ayre v Outlaw Decoys, Inc, 256 Mich App 517, 522-523; 664 NW2d 263, 265-266 (2003): the issue was the 
scope of one rejecting plaintiff’s liability for case evaluation sanctions when defendant prevailed against all plain-
tiffs. Court held that the rejecting plaintiff could be held liable only for the fees incurred in defending against 
that plaintiff’s theory of liability but, because all plaintiffs asserted the same theory (defective fuel system 
component), the rejecting plaintiff was liable for the defendant manufacturer’s fees in disproving that its fuel 
system component was defective.

I. Proportionality: 
Courts have consistently held that a proportionality rule would undermine the remedial purpose of fee-shifting 
statutes. See, e.g., Jordan v Transnational Motors, supra; Kennedy v Robert Lee Auto Sales, supra, both holding that 
one of the remedial purposes of statutory fee-shifting provisions is to attract competent counsel to handle cases 
where the amount in controversy is relatively small; Riverside v. Rivera (1986), 477 U.S. 561, 578, 106 S.Ct. 
2686, 2696, 91 L.Ed.2d 466 (“A rule of proportionality would make it difficult, if not impossible, for individuals 
with meritorious. . . claims but relatively small potential damages to obtain redress from the courts.”).

J.  Fees for Litigating Fees: 
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It is well established that an attorney is entitled to recovery of costs and fees incurred in litigating a fee petition.1 

See, e.g., Knopp v Johnson, 712 F Supp 571, 592-593 (1989) (citing Northcross, 611 F.2d at 631; Weisenberger v 
Huecker, 593 F.2d 49, 53-54 (6th Cir.), cert den, 444 US 880, 100 S Ct 170, 62 L Ed 2d 110 (1979)). It is proper 
to hire outside counsel to represent [the moving] counsel in litigating a fee petition. Id., at 593.
1.  In re Nucorp Energy, Inc, 764 F2d 655 (9th Cir 1985), reiterated that “[i]n statutory fee cases, federal 

courts, including our own, have uniformly held that time spent in establishing the entitlement to and 
amount of the fee is compensable.” Id., at 659-660. “We reasoned that time spent litigating the proper 
amount of a fee award should be compensable because ‘[i]t would be inconsistent with the purpose of the 
Fees Act to dilute a fees award by refusing to compensate the attorney for the time reasonably spent in 
establishing and negotiating his rightful claim to the fee.’” Id., at 660. The court went on to state, “[o]ther 
circuit courts have similarly concluded that statutory fee award provisions should be read as authorizing 
compensation for time spent litigating fee awards.” Id.

K.  Paralegals:
Fees for paralegals are recoverable if the paralegal meets the criteria set forth in Article I, §6 of the Bylaws of 
the State Bar of Michigan. MCR 2.626. Bradley v DAIIE, 130 Mich App 34; NW2d (1983). See, also, Lipsett 
v Blanco, 975 F2d 934 (1st Cir 1992), upholding the trial court’s award of market rate compensation for 
paralegal work:

The efficient use of paralegals is, by now, an accepted cost-saving device. Recognizing this real-
ity, courts generally allow hours reasonably and productively expended by paralegals in civil rights 
litigation to be compensated at market rates when constructing fee awards. See Jacobs v. Mancuso, 
825 F.2d 559, 563 & n. 6 (1st Cir.1987); United Nuclear, 564 F.Supp. at 589-90 & n. 6. The 
Supreme Court has given its blessing to such a practice, stating: “By encouraging the use of lower cost 
paralegals rather than attorneys wherever possible, permitting market-rate billing of paralegal hours 
encourages cost-effective delivery of legal services and, by reducing the spiraling cost of civil rights 
litigation, furthers the policies underlying civil rights statutes.” Missouri v. Jenkins, 491 U.S. 274, 288, 
109 S.Ct. 2463, 2471, 105 L.Ed.2d 229 (1989) (citation and internal quotation marks omitted).

    Id., at 939 (footnotes omitted).

L.  Fees as Incidental or Consequential Damages Under Uniform Commercial Code:
1.  Kelynack v Yamaha Motor Co, 152 Mich App 105, 115-116, 394 NW2d 17, 22 (1986):  attorney fees al-

lowed as consequential damage under MCL 440.2715(1). “In this case, failure to award plaintiff attorney’s 
fees would in effect result in no remedy at all.”

2.  Cady v Dick Loehr’s, Inc, 100 Mich App 543, 549; 299 NW2d 69, 72 (1980):  “[W]e find that the 
language of MCL 440.2714, 440.275 confers on the trial court discretion to award attorneys’ fees as an 
element of the damages incurred as a result of a breach of warranty. Under the facts of this case, the trial 
court’s exercise of its discretion to award attorneys’ fees as a ‘reasonable expense incident to the breach’ was 
proper.”

3. Court or Jury Decision: While none of the UCC cases explicitly say so, it appears that the attorney fee 
awards were made by the trial judges on post- trial motions. This makes sense given that: (1) attorney fees 
are not determinable until after trial is complete; (2) the issue of attorney fees before a jury could be inflamma-
tory; (3) attorney fees are generally taxable as costs where authorized by court rule or statute, MCR 2.625; 
MCL 600.2405(6), which indicates a post-trial proceeding. See, e.g., Pilch v Ocwen Federal Bank, 2006 

1   According to the Federal Judiciary Manual, Awarding Attorney Fees, “[t]he courts are unanimous on this point.” p. 
24, n. 113.
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From the Bench

WL 1628950 (Mich App 2006), rejecting defense argument that evidence of attorney fees in MCPA case 
should have been presented to the jury. “[P]ursuant to MCL 500.2405(6), attorney fees under the MCPA 
may be awarded as costs to a prevailing party. Obviously, the party to be awarded costs as a prevailing party is 
unknown until after a verdict or other resolution of the substantive claims in a case.” Pilch, at *2.

M. Evidentiary Hearing: 
Court is not required to hold an evidentiary hearing if there is sufficient record to justify fee award. See Head v 
Phillips Camper Sales & Rental, Inc, 234 Mich App 94, 113, 593 NW2d 595, 604 (1999). Generally, however, if 
an evidentiary hearing is requested by the party opposing the fee petition, it must be granted. See Petterman v 
Haverhill Farms, Inc, 125 Mich App 30, 33, 335 NW2d 710 (1983).

Case: Brownlow v. McCall Enters., Inc.

Court: Michigan Court of Appeals (Published Opinion)
Judges: Per Curiam – Gleicher, Murphy, and Owens

Issues: Claim for damages under the Michigan Con-
sumer Protection Act (MCPA) (MCL 445.901 et seq.); 
Price v. Long Realty, Inc.; The “law of the case” doctrine; 
Driver v. Hanley; South Macomb Disposal Auth. v. Ameri-
can Ins. Co.; Brown v. Drake-Willock Int’l, Ltd.; Borkus v. 
Michigan Nat’l Bank; Ewing v. Detroit; Grievance Adm’r 
v. Lopatin; Expert testimony; Daubert v. Merrell Dow 
Pharm., Inc.; Grant of a motion in limine to exclude 
damage to personal property; Whether the MCPA 
should be construed with reference to the common-law 
tort of fraud; Zine v. Chrysler Corp.; Mayhall v. A.H. 
Pond Co., Inc.; Award of case evaluation sanctions.

Summary: The court held that requiring a plaintiff to 
prove the intent element of fraud where it is not pro-
vided for in the MCPA “clearly inhibits the intended 
goals of the MCPA” and was contrary to the statute’s 
plain language. It concluded that the trial court erred 
by granting summary disposition for the defendant, by 
dismissing plaintiff-Brownlow as a party, and by award-
ing defendant case evaluation sanctions against both 

Brownlow and plaintiff-Travis. Plaintiffs filed a claim 
with their insurer after a small kitchen fire caused smoke 
damage to their home. Defendant was retained to fix 
the damage. It placed an ozone generator in plaintiffs’ 
kitchen and instructed them to leave for the weekend. 
When they returned, the smoke odor was gone, but 
there was damage to the inside of the house, including 
the carpet and other surfaces. Plaintiffs also alleged they 
suffered health problems as a result of the ozone expo-
sure. The trial court dismissed the claims. In a prior ap-
peal, the court reversed and remanded. On remand, the 
trial court again ruled in favor of defendant, dismissed 
Brownlow, and granted sanctions. On appeal, the court 
agreed with plaintiffs that the law of the case doctrine 
precluded the trial court from considering defendant’s 
second motion for summary disposition on the is-
sue of causation, noting that “in moving for summary 
disposition a second time, defendant relitigated the 
issue of causation. The law of the case doctrine clearly 
precluded defendant from doing so, and it was error 
for the trial court to consider defendant’s motion.” The 
court rejected defendant’s argument that the doctrine 
did not apply because the facts materially changed with 
the substitution of new expert witnesses, finding their 
opinions simply went to the weight of the evidence 
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presented at trial. It also agreed with plaintiffs that the 
trial court abused its discretion by granting defendant’s 
motion in limine to limit plaintiffs’ MCPA claim to 
real property damages only. Thus, it erred by dismiss-
ing “Brownlow as a party for lack of standing because 
he did have standing to pursue a claim for personal 
property damage.” However, it disagreed with plaintiffs’ 
contention that the trial court erred by declining to 
grant their countermotion for summary disposition as 
to defendant’s liability under the MCPA, noting there 
were genuine issues of material fact. Finally, reversal of 
the case evaluation sanctions against both plaintiffs was 
required. Reversed and remanded.

Case: Baisden v. Credit Adjustments, Inc.
Court: U.S. Court of Appeals Sixth Circuit (Published 
Opinion)
Judges: Griffin, Batchelder, and Carr

Issues: Whether the defendant-collection company vio-
lated the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA) 
by contacting the plaintiffs on their cell phones; Hill v. 
Homeward Residential, Inc.; Prohibition on “automatic 
telephone dialing system” or an “artificial or prerecorded 
voice” to a cell phone number without obtaining the 
“prior express consent of the called party”; 47 USC 
§ 227(b)(1)(A)(iii); “Prior express consent”; In the 
Matter of Rules & Regulations Implementing the Tel. 
Consumer Prot. Act (the 1992 Order); In the Mat-
ter of Rules & Regulations Implementing the Tel. 
Consumer Prot. Act (the 2008 Ruling); Matter of 
GroupMe, Inc./Skype Commc’ns S.A.R.L Petition 
for Expedited Declaratory Ruling Rules & Regula-
tions Implementing the Tel. Consumer Prot. Act 
(GroupMe); In the Matter of Rules & Regulations 
Implementing the Tel. Consumer Prot. Act (2015 Or-
der); Mais v. Gulf Coast Collection Bureau, Inc. (11th 
Cir.); Specific authorizations; Savedoff v. Access Group, 
Inc.; Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

Summary: Because the plaintiffs-putative class members 
gave their “prior express consent” to receive cell phone 
calls when they provided their cell phone numbers 
to the hospital where they received medical care, the 
district court properly granted defendant-Credit Ad-
justments summary judgment on the plaintiffs’ TCPA 
claims. The plaintiffs claimed that Credit Adjustments 
violated the TCPA’s provision prohibiting calls using 

an “automatic telephone dialing system” and an “artifi-
cial or prerecorded voice” to contact them on their cell 
phones. They argued that Credit Adjustments was not 
protected where “a consumer provides his cell phone 
number to one entity during the course of a business 
relationship, which then provides that number to a 
related entity, which then provides that number to 
a debt collector to call on its behalf.” However, “‘the 
appropriate analysis turns on whether the called party 
granted permission or authorization, not on whether 
the creditor received the number directly[,]’” and also 
on whether the debtor provided his cell phone number 
within or “‘outside the context of ’” the debt. Moreover, 
the FCC’s “rulings in this area make no distinction 
between directly providing one’s cell phone number to 
a creditor and taking steps to make that number avail-
able through other methods, like consenting to disclose 
that number to other entities for certain purposes.” 
The court reviewed the hospital authorizations that the 
plaintiffs had signed and noted that some of the forms 
explicitly provided that the information would be used 
for payment and billing. It also concluded that the 
release of “health information” included a plaintiff’s cell 
phone number. Affirmed.

Case: Siding & Insulating Co. v. Alco Vending, Inc.

Court: U.S. Court of Appeals Sixth Circuit (Published 
Opinion)
Judges: Gilman, Clay, and Griffin

Issues: Whether the defendant violated the Telephone 
Consumer Protection Act (the TCPA) (47 USC § 
227(b)(1)(C)) by sending the plaintiff an “unsolicited 
fax advertisement”; 47 CFR § 64.1200(f )(10); “Strict 
liability” standard; BellSouth Telecomm., Inc. v. Southeast 
Tel., Inc.; Imhoff Inv., L.L.C. v. Alfoccino, Inc.; Defer-
ence to an agency’s interpretation of its own regulations; 
Bidwell v. University Med. Ctr., Inc.; “Vicarious liability” 
standard; In the Matter of the Joint Petition Filed by 
Dish Network, LLC, the United States of Am., & the 
States of CA, IL, NC, & OH for Declaratory Rul-
ing Concerning the Tel. Consumer Prot. Act (TCPA) 
Rules; Palm Beach Golf Ctr.-Boca, Inc. v. John G. Sarris, 
D.D.S. (11th Cir.); Bridgeview Health Care Ctr., Ltd. v. 
Clark (7th Cir.); The “on-whose-behalf ” standard; In 
the Matter of Rules & Regulations Implementing the 
Tel. Consumer Prot. Act of 1991(1995 Order); Cin-Q 
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Auto., Inc. v. Buccaneers Ltd. P’ship (Unpub. MD FL); 
City Select Auto Sales, Inc. v. BMW Bank of N. Am. Inc. 
(Unpub. D NJ)

Summary: Because the district court applied the incor-
rect standard of liability when concluding that the 
defendant (Alco) was not liable for a TCPA violation, 
the court reversed summary judgment for Alco and re-
manded the case for the district court to apply the “on-
whose-behalf ” standard to determine whether Alco was 
liable. Alco argued that the unsolicited faxes were sent 
by another company that it employed, Business to Busi-
ness Solutions (B2B). It claimed that it had instructed 
B2B to only send the faxes to “consenting” businesses, 
and that its failure to do so could not make Alco liable 
under the TCPA. The district court granted Alco sum-
mary judgment. The court reviewed the three standards 
of liability by which Alco’s conduct could be judged, the 
“strict-liability” standard, the “vicarious-liability” stan-
dard, and the “on-whose-behalf ” standard. It then con-
cluded that the district court had erred by applying the 
“vicarious liability” standard and should have applied 
the “on-whose-behalf ” standard, the FCC’s standard for 
imposing liability that was in force when B2B sent the 
faxes at issue. Under the “on-whose-behalf ” standard, 
a plaintiff alleging a violation of § 227(b)(1)(C) on the 
basis of a fax transmitted between the time of the 1995 
Order and 8/1/06 (when the new definition of “sender” 
became effective) “must do more than simply show that 
the defendant’s goods or services were advertised in the 
offending fax, but need not establish a complete agency 
relationship between the defendant and the fax broad-
caster.” The court considered the factors necessary to 
determine “whether a fax was sent on behalf of another 
entity[,]” and concluded that the “on-whose-behalf ” 
standard “blends (1) federal common-law agency prin-
ciples, such as whether and to what extent one entity 
controlled the other, and (2) policy considerations 
designed to address which entity was most culpable in 
causing a TCPA violation, such as whether and to what 
extent each entity investigated the lawfulness of the fax 
broadcasts at issue.” It adopted this interpretation of the 
standard, concluding that it “effectuates Congress’s in-
tent in passing the TCPA.” There were factors here both 
for and against the conclusion that B2B acted on Alco’s 
behalf; thus, the court remanded the case so that the 
district court could apply the correct standard to Alco’s 
circumstances.

Case: Dell v Citizens Ins Co of America

Court: MI Court of Appeals (Published Opinions & 
Orders)
Judges: Talbot, C.J., and Beckering and Gadola, JJ.

Issues: Whether conduct in the claims handling & 
adjustment process was actionable under the Michigan 
Consumer Protection Act (MCPA) (MCL 445.901 
et seq.); Smith v. Globe Life Ins. Co.; Converse v. Auto 
Club Group Ins. Co.; MCL 445.904(3)(b); Whether 
all conduct made unlawful by chapter 20 of the In-
surance Code is actionable under the MCPA; MCL 
445.903; The definition of “trade or commerce” (MCL 
445.901(g)); MCL 445.903(1)(n); Whether the provi-
sions of MCL 445.903(1) “should be interpreted as 
encompassing only advertising, marketing, or sales 
conduct”; Zine v. Chrysler Corp.; “Transaction”; Mo-
tion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict (JNOV); 
Whether the defendants-insurers waived the statute 
of limitations (MCL 445.911(7)) affirmative defense; 
Stanke v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co.; MCR 2.111(F)
(3); Whether raising the “one-year back rule” of MCL 
500.3145(1) should be deemed to have raised MCL 
445.911(7) as an affirmative defense; Jesperson v. Auto 
Club Ins. Ass’n; Raising an affirmative defense in a 
response to a motion for leave to amend the complaint; 
Grzesick v. Cepela; No-Fault Act (NFA)

Summary: Holding that the conduct plaintiff-Dell al-
leged in her complaint, which occurred in the claims 
handling and adjustment process, was actionable under 
the MCPA, the court affirmed the trial court’s order 
denying the defendants-insurers (Citizens) summary 
disposition. However, because Citizens waived the 
statute of limitations affirmative defense on which the 
trial court based its grant of JNOV to Citizens, the 
court reversed the order granting JNOV. Following a 
trial, “the jury found that Dell had not incurred any 
allowable expenses” under the NFA in the applicable 
period. As to her MCPA claim, it “concluded that 
Citizens had violated the MCPA” and awarded “Dell 
$1.7M in unpaid benefits and $300,000 in mental 
anguish damages resulting from the violation.” Dell 
challenged the subsequent grant of JNOV while Citi-
zens cross-appealed challenging the trial court’s ruling 
that “the MCPA applies to misconduct that occurs in 
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the claims handling and adjustment process.” Begin-
ning with the cross-appeal, the court held that while 
alleged violations “of chapter 20 of the Insurance Code 
alone are insufficient to state a claim under the MCPA, 
when the allegations also constitute violations of the 
MCPA,” an MCPA claim may proceed if the conduct 
at issue occurred before 3/28/01 and the complaint 
was filed on or before 6/5/14. Since “Dell’s complaint 
met these requirements,” the trial court properly 
denied Citizens summary disposition. As to the grant 
of JNOV, which was based entirely on the statute 
of limitations in MCL 445.911(7), in its “answer to 
Dell’s amended complaint, Citizens did not mention 

MCL 445.911(7) as an affirmative defense.” It also did 
not raise the defense in a summary disposition motion 
before filing its answer. The court rejected its argu-
ment that “by raising the one-year limitation in its first 
responsive pleading and summary disposition motion, 
it should be deemed to have raised MCL 445.911(7) 
as an affirmative defense.” Further, Citizens offered no 
authority “that an affirmative defense is adequately pre-
served by raising it in a response to a motion for leave 
to amend the complaint.” Affirmed in part, reversed 
in part, and remanded for reinstatement of the jury’s 
verdict and for further proceedings on Dell’s motion for 
costs and attorney fees.
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